AMENDMENTS TO MINUTES OF IPC PLENARY MEETING 2015,
HELD IN VARSHETS, BULGARIA, 31 JANUARY - 01 FEBRUARY 2015

Attendance List
The Attendance List which was initially sent by FAI to Delegates, was not accurate. At least 23 names did not appear. This was corrected.
The attendance list is not posted, as it contains Delegates' personal details. The list is sent by FAI directly to Delegates and can also be had from the IPC Recording Secretary.

Agenda Item 13.4 - Amendments to the Freefall Style & Accuracy Landing Competition Rules
The Minutes of the Plenary Meeting showed the following to have been the accepted wording of the amended rules, 6.1.1

6.1.1 Decision on Landing point
6.1.1.1 Three judges positioned at or near the target will independently assess the landing and indicate by a visible signal (hand/arm) if the displayed score is valid/invalid. The decision of the judges will be made by simple majority.

It was afterwards determined that the correct, accepted wording was -
6.1.1 Three judges positioned at or near the target will independently assess the landing and indicate by a visible signal (hand/arm, predetermined by the Chief Judge) if the displayed score is valid or invalid. The decision of the judges will be made by simple majority.
The 2015 Freefall Style & Accuracy Landing Competition Rules 2015 were amended to incorporate this final wording which was accepted at the 2015 Plenary Meeting and the correct version was posted on the website.

Omission
11.2.2 Indoor Skydiving, and 16.3 Artistic Events
The minutes do not record that Freefly is no longer an event in AE Indoor Skydiving. Dynamic events replace Freefly.

Error
The footnote stated ‘Names highlighted in purple and with strikethrough indicate removal from the IPC Juror List, due to non-attendance at the Plenary for two years or more.’
SC5, 4.7.1 (13) states that Jurors are removed if they are not present at Plenary meeting for three or more years (not two as noted in Annex E).
This correction did not in any way affect the Annex E list.